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Roadmap for this session

u I Highlight AI and ChatGPT and fake

u II Background on AI and Fake News

u III Reasons to avoid AI in writing

u IV Bulletproof your prose



I Highlight AI and ChatGPT

Artificial Intelligence
uWord of the year 2023
uChatGPT—Generative Pre-Trained 

Transformer
uUses prompts to write
uModest horror for for university professors



Puppy art 
generated
via 
ChatGPT





AI overkill



https://www.bbc.com/ne
ws/world-us-canada-
65069316





Publication woes
u Sports Illustrated
u BuzzFeed

u Men’s Journal-18 “inaccuracies and falsehoods



AI news broadcasting

u https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecHioH8fawE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecHioH8fawE


II Background on AI and 
fake news

TECH

New York Times sues Microsoft, ChatGPT maker 
OpenAI over copyright infringement
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KEY POINTS
•The New York Times on Wednesday filed a lawsuit against Microsoft and OpenAI, the company behind ChatGPT, accusing them of copyright 
infringement and abusing the newspaper’s intellectual property.

https://www.cnbc.com/technology/
https://www.cnbc.com/ryan-browne/
https://twitter.com/@Ryan_Browne_


Not all the AI news is full-speed ahead

uNews from Jan. 16, 2024
uArtifact, the AI news app
 created by Instagram’s 
founders, is shutting down



Problem? 
What is 
accurate?
uCommon Sense 

Media: 
u44% of children 

are fooled
u31% of 10 to 18 

have shared 
inaccurate 
information



June 2023 Digital News Report
Half of audiences don’t trust media



History
u Oxford University Press, 1785, fake meant to steal and was written—”fak”
u 1769--John Adams and cousin Sam Adams printed false and 

exaggerated stories
u 2016—Fake News word of the year Macquarie Dictionary of Australia
u 2017—Same—Collins Dictionary



FAKE can go by many names
u False news
u Disinformation
u Misinformation
u Rumors
u Propaganda
u INFORMATION POLLUTION
u WEAPONIZED LANGUAGE



III Reasons to avoid AI in prose
u Limited personalization
u Possible bias
u Lack of empathy
u Inability to understand context
u Potential for misinterpretation
u Lack of creativity

u Nikolas Badminton of futurist.com



IV Bulletproof your prose

uBy definition, truth is verifiable and replicable
uMost shameful response to prose is to be 

accused of plagiarism
uHow can you avoid fake, sloppy work?

uGood sources



Where do you find them?

uThe press reads the press
uPlus Databases—Check library, or better, 

university library
uSee Nexis Uni
uTell the truth
uRedeem Publishing



Join ProfNet



Read widely, VERIFY

uThe Pour Over
uThe Friday Update
upremierchristian.news



Helps for writers

u + Join a writer’s club
u + Go to writer’s conferences-- 

https://thewritelife.com/writers-
conferences/

u + Take advantage of Magazine 
Training International courses

u +Go to the Evangelical Press 
Association Conference

u +Find a mentor and take him or her 
to lunch and let that person advise 
you



Redeem publishing

u Your voice is needed now
u A sign in my community says, ”Don’t give up.” Don’t!



Or join ‘em



Your response

uTell us your name and we can 
crowdsource your answer



Thank you

uTell the truth
uRedeem Publishing
uStay in touch
uMichael Ray Smith 

writingsmith@yahoo.com

mailto:writingsmith@yahoo.com

